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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

January, 1972

It sometimes feels as though I am "hollering down a rain barrel", with this personal message. Just two people responded to the plea for opinions about a new form of bulletin. I feel certain that more people thought about it, and had some opinion, but just did not take the time to sit down and write. The only way our Club can grow is to have more members participate. We are all so very fond of our breed, it is too bad we can't join hands more. The ballots have gone out for the election of a new President and Board Members. Please consider carefully the proposed people; it takes a lot of time to carry any office, and there should be no thought of personal gain. I feel I have failed in some ways because I am not forceful enough - I think a President is a servant of the body behind him and should not seek any personal recognition. Anyway, let us all strongly support the new President and get our club going in new and useful ways. I certainly do scold a lot, and I feel so amiable about these darling Lhasa Apso kids around my feet here. There is no breed so understanding with humans, or one that has such a mystical rapport - they often know what is about to happen. And what wonderful mothers they are; I never take away a mother arbitrarily - they will wean their puppies the way they think is best. We start giving the 3-week old puppies a little chopped beef mashed up in some warm water; in a day, a little High Protein human baby cereal is added, and by the time they are six weeks old they are eating regular beef and cereal like the adults. But, how mamma and babies enjoy a little nursing, even if it is pretend. That is just another manifestation of LOVE. Don't you really think that dogs are here to teach us LOVE?

We have been able, at last, to get a lot of the Lhasa Apso books by Frances Sefton. The Club has them for sale; Dorothy Benitez can mail them to you upon request - the price is $2.00, and we must charge 25¢ for mailing. We will bring some to the meeting in February.

See you all at the Statler Hilton on Sunday, the 13th at four o'clock for the meeting, but we are going to have a separate "Hospitality room" where we hope a lot of us can get together before and after the meeting. We will let you know the number, but please ask at the desk for "Ruth Deck's" room number. Look forward to seeing you.

Most sincerely,

Ruth Deck
A general meeting of the American Lhasa Apso Club took place on the above date at the Gateway Motel in Raritan, New Jersey.

The following members attended: Ruth Deck, Jean Stang, Anna Griffing, Dorothy Benitez, Lee Bakuckas, Arlene Bloch, KeKe Blumberg, Steve Campbell, Jeanne Clawson, Louise Davidson, Lois Fellows, Edythe Fishbach, Joel Fishbach, Norman Herbel, Betty Miller, Marge Patzer, Valerie and Joe Reed, and Barbara Soldo. John Bakuckas, Paul Davidson, Ward Patzer and Alan Stang, guests, were also present.

President Ruth Deck called the meeting to order.

Lois Fellows made a motion that the minutes of the last meeting be accepted. The motion was seconded by Ann Griffing and carried.

Jean Stang, secretary, announced the new nominations for the 1972 American Lhasa Apso Club slate of officers and board of directors, distributed to interested members the new registration rules for junior showmanship and the circular from the National Capital Area Lhasa Apso Club announcing its match to be held November 7.

She also read the reply from Mr. Brownell of the American Kennel Club explaining, "The basic requirement is that no dog shall be shown in the obedience ring with any kind of attachment, irrespective of the reason for it....specific exemption was made for tying back the hair over the eyes of dogs of the four breeds that are normally shown in the breed rings in this manner. Lhasa Apsos and other breeds that have long hair over the eyes are not included in the exemption because their hair is not normally tied back in the breed ring."

Treasurer's Report: Dorothy Benitez, treasurer, announced that the balance in the club treasury as of October 31, 1971, was $1,997.17.

A broad, general discussion followed about the expenses of the club including the price of publishing the bulletin and the cost of the ads.

There was also a discussion about dues in arrears, and Steve Campbell made a motion, seconded by Arlene Bloch, that we announce in the Bulletin that notice to pay 1972 dues will be
sent on March 1 and that dues must be paid by April 1 as stated in the Constitution -- or membership in the club will be terminated.

The Beverly Hills Specialty expenses were also discussed, and a motion was made by Ruth Deck, seconded by Steve Campbell, that it be brought up for discussion at the Annual Meeting in February. The motion was carried. In the meantime, copies of the minutes of the last Annual Meeting in February, 1971, which includes information on the Beverly Hills Specialty will be sent to each Board member.

1972 Trenton Specialty: There was a discussion about the enormous job the Specialty chairman has, the more so with our greatly enlarged membership and the greater popularity of the Lhasa in the show ring. KeKe Blumberg made a motion that for our annual show at Trenton, we have in the future a general chairman and trophy and booster page chairmen. Steve Campbell seconded the motion and it carried.

1971 Fall Match: Edythe Fishbach, Match chairman, reported on the fall match. She said the weather was very much against us, unfortunately, but nevertheless there was an entry of 70 Lhasas. She offered a vote of thanks to all the people who have donated and said the bulletin will include a note page listing donors. She explained that in the rain all the cards to be attached to the trophies which acknowledged their donors disappeared. She also thanked the following people: Jeanne Clawson, Lois Fellows and their co-workers for the cake and sandwiches; Mr. and Mrs. Ward Patzer for the use of their grounds and Ward Patzer and John Bakuckas for dragging everyone out of the mud in the rainswept parking area, after the match.

Edythe Fishbach related that she had sent the results of the match to Pat Chenoweth for Popular Dogs, and to Mrs. Freeman for both the Match Show Bulletin and the American Lhasa Apso Club Bulletin.

She also discussed the conflict of the match show and the Valley Forge point show held some fifteen miles from the match. The superintending dog show organization had assured her that show time for Lhasa Apsos would be no later than ten o'clock, but there was a slip-up - Lhasas were shown after 1:00 - which, Edythe Fishbach explained, will not happen again.

1972 Spring Match: Jean Stang nominated Barbara Soldo for spring match chairman. Arlene Bloch seconded the motion, which
carried.

New Business: Norman Herbel made a motion that a roster of members in good standing be sent out to each member after April 1, 1972; that anyone who has not paid his 1972 dues by that date will not be on the membership roster. Jeanne Clawson seconded the motion, and it carried.

Joel Fishbach announced the Bronx County Kennel Club's Fiftieth Anniversary show scheduled for this spring. It will be an all gold-plated trophy affair. He asked that members support the show financially by contributing money for these trophies, which the Bronx County Kennel Club people are able to obtain reasonably, and suggested this be a supported show.

Steve Campbell moved for adjournment. Lee Bakackas seconded the motion, which carried.

Respectfully submitted

Jean Stang, Secretary

SECRETARY'S NOTES

In mid-January we will be sending out ballots to all members who have paid their 1971 dues.

On December 1, 1971, nominations for our 1972 slate closed and the following people will remain incumbent: Grace Licos, First Vice President; Jean Stang, Recording Secretary; Ann Griffing, Corresponding Secretary and Dorothy Benitez, Treasurer. The following are 1972 nominees: For President, Al Likewise, Phyllis Marcy and Bob Sharp; for Second Vice-President, Ruth Smith and Alfred Stillman; for the Board of Directors, Richard Bloch, KeKe Blumberg, Patricia Chenoweth, Jeanne Clawson, Dorothy Cohen, Ruth Deck, Joel Fishbach, Robert Sharp, Edward Sledzig and Marie Stillman (Seven will be elected). Nominees resigning are Carol Herbel for Secretary and Phyllis Marcy for the Board.

Ballots will be counted at our Annual Meeting in February, so do be sure to send in your ballot or bring it with you, and let's have a good turn-out for our most important meeting of the year. I hear people from all over the country are coming, so in addition to discussing your views about club matters, you may have the opportunity to meet breeders and Lhasa enthusiasts you've always wanted to know personally. (more P.27
R dalle LHASA APSO
Radtke Road
RD 3 Dover, N.J.
07801
Tel: 201-895-3566

Ruth E. Deck
Phippsburg, Maine
04562
Tel: 207-443-2186

0000000000

CH. Karma Kushog
CH. Frosty Knight of Everglo
CH. Hamilton Sha-Tru
CH. Everglo's Charlie Brown
Sire
Cubbi-Kyeri of Everglo
Kambu of Everglo

CH. Kyima of Everglo

AT STUD

CH. SENGTRI TASHILING
Red-Gold

CH. Americal's Leng Kong
CH. Licos Kupl La
CH. Hamilton Pluti
CH. Hilador Winsome Kurma La
Dam
CH. Licos Chapila La
CH. Licos Takpa Shiri La
CH. Licos Nyapso La
CH. Everglo's Spark of

CH. RUFFWAY MARPA

CH. Ruffway Kara Shing

CH. POTALA KINDERLAND'S GOLIATH

(Group Winning CH. Kham of Norbulinka Golden) CH. Kinderland's Sang Po

CH. Ha-Ya-Chi

CH. KARMA SAN PO OFA Certified La #13

Karma Jupó

Hamilton Amdo

CH. Hamilton Chang-Tang

Lady Pamu

CH. Hamilton Kung

CH. Hamilton Karma

Hamilton Shi-Pon

CH. Hamilton Karma

CH. Hamilton Kalon

Hamilton Yogi

CH. Karma Sangpo Mex.-Am.

Karma Takstár

B.I.S. CH. Karma Frosty

CH. Everglo Zijuh Tomba Knight o' Everglo

Kambu of Everglo

CH. Zijuh Seng-Tru

CH. Potala Keke's Yum Yum

CH. Keke's Bamboo

Please contact for information:

KEKE BLUMBERG
848 Winter Road
Rydal, Penna. 19046
TEL: 215-887-2936
Mrs. Richard A. Olson
KYI KAN LHASA APSO
7450 Stinson Blvd.
Minneapolis, Minn. CH. Kyi-Chu Kimmi
55432
Sire

Offering At Stud:
CH. CHEN KACHIKA’S TRU KU

AND HIS SON:

CH. KYI KAN LHAS BYIN

Tel: 612-736-5654
AM & CAN CH. KARMA BANDIDO OF MARU  
(Light Gold-Smoke Overlay)

CH. DIXIE'S BEAU OF EVERGLO  
(Red Gold)

HOME: 827-2276  
BUS: 748-5911

Pedigree:
American & Canadian

CH. KARMA BANDIDO OF MARU
(Finished USA 8 months)
(Finished Canada 10 months)

CH. KARMA LOBSANG
CH. HAMILTON KARMA

Karma Sha-Do of Everglo
(Sire)

Karma Zim-Po
Karma Taktsers
Lady Pamu

Americal's Sandar of Pamu
Hamilton Zig-Tru

CH. KARMA KARKA-`TA
Hamilton March

CH. KARMA BIDANG
(Dam)

CH. KARMA TARAV
Karma Gyapso

Pedigree of:

CH. HAMILTON TATSIE-NLU
Hamilton Doeb

CH. LICOS CHULUNG LA
(Sire)

CH. LICOS NYAPSO LA
CH. AMERICAN'S LENG KONG

CH. LICOS OMORFO LA
CH. AMERICAN'S Rika

CH. LICOS KULU LA
CH. LICOS ZIM-PO

Everglo Buttercup
(Dam)

Hamilton Yi-Tru
Kyima of Everglo

Stittig's Moka Kara Deinár
Authentic Lhasa Apso At Stud 
Five Tibetan Judges Can't Be Wrong!

"BEST IN SHOW"
(Out of 101 Apsos)
Tibet House -- New Delhi -- April 11, 1970
SONAM-LA of KYESHONG

Judge's Report: "Very correct mouth" -- "Wonderful coat"
"All the qualities desirable in this breed"

Area Code 301                 Dr. & Mrs. John R. Moore
935-5785                     9211 Wofford Lane
                              College Park, Md. 20740

GREAT PUPPIES FROM TOP WINNING - TOP PRODUCING BLOODLINES

2 males - 2 females            WHelping Date: April 16, 1971

CH. Kai Sangs Clown of Everglo

CH. EVERGLO'S SPARK OF GOLD
(Sire)                       Can. Am. CH. Kinderland's Bhu-Sun
(Tibetian Cookie of Everglo) (Kulu-La grandson)

POTALA KEKE'S PEACH BLOSSOM
(Dam)                        Can Am. CH. Kyi-Chu's Shara

NEIL & SUSAN MASSIE 3404 Yucca, Ft. Worth, Texas, 76111
Tel.: 817-838-7458
PEDIGREE OF
ZAMPO CHUBA

AT STUD TO APPROVED BITCHES ONLY
GOLDEN, BLACK TIPPINGS

CH. HAMILTON, ACHOK

CH. LICOS CHUJUNG LA

SIRE: CH. LICOS TSETI LA

CH. LICOS NYAPSO LA

CH. LICOS AMORFO LA

CH. LICOS SOJI LA

DAM: CH. LICOS CHAPILA LA

DAMU LU'S COUNTRY FAIR

CH. LICOS NAMNI LA

CH. LICOS NYAPSO LA

DAM: CH. KOKO NHOR

CH. TIBET OF CORNWALLIS

CH. KEKE'S BAMBOO

CH. KEKE'S T'CHIN T'CHIN

OWNER: LES & JOYCE HADDEN
TN HI KENNEL - 164 COLD SPRING ROAD, SYOSSET, N.Y.
Phone: (516) WA 1-6137

HUNNS LAKE ROAD, DUTCHESS COUNTY, STANFORDVILLE, N.Y.
Phone: (914) 868-7652
TAL-HI LHASAS
Howard & Ann Hoffman
RD# 1 Waverly, N. Y. 14892
Phone: 607-565-4087

Licos Khung La

CH. Kham of Norbulingka

Karma Kosala

At Stud:

CH. KEKE’S HA-LE

CH. Karma Kanjar

CH. Kyi-Chu Shara

CH. Kyi-Chu Kira, CD

CH. Tibet of Cornwallis

CH. Keke’s Petruchio

Brood Bitch:

CH KASHA’S TSONYA OF TAL-HI

CH. Mr. Kay of Cornwallis

Keke’s Little Ginger

CH. Keke’s T’Chin T’Chin

A. Ann Hoffman
Specialist in Lhasas
Professional Handler
NORBULINGKA KENNELS
59 Central Street
Franklin, New Hampshire
03235

AT STUD
Pedigree of:
CH. KHAN OF NORBULINGKA
(Sire)
Licos Khung-La
(5 B.I.S.)

Pedigree of:
Karma Kosala
(Dam)

TEL: 603-934-3809

Pure Hamilton Bloodlines
All X-rayed and cleared of
Hip dysplasia

Pedigree of:
Licos Nyapo-La
(Sire)

Pedigree of:
CH. LICOS SHIPKI-La
(rather small gray-gold dog)

Phyllis R. Marcy

Carolyn A. Herbel
TABU KENNELS
1862 W. Maple Ave.
Langhorne, Pa. 19047

Pedigree of:
CH. KU KA BOH OF PICKWICK
CH. Karma Kan Sa
(Dam)

TEL: 215-757-7627
DRAX
LHASA
APSOS
SHOWING
for
BREEDING
COMPANIONSHIP

Our Goal Is:

Purity of type; excellence of quality -
blended from the best producing bloodlines.

Drax Kennels, Reg. Phone (305)
Winifred E. Drake 887-3342
2690 West 2nd Ave., Hialeah, Florida 33010

MILBRYAN LHASA APSO

Champion Stud Service
Puppies Occasionally

Mrs. Mildred K. Bryant
Paradise Valley Ranch Paradise, Tx. 76073
Phone: House 817-683-4716
Kennel 817-969-2481
ORLANE LHASA APSOS

Home of two top-winning Best-in-Show Apsos

Ch. Everglo's Spark of Gold and
Int. Ch. Orlane's Good As Gold

Some of the honors earned by our dogs include "Sparky" being
top producing stud in history of the breed with 23
champion offspring; "Goody" was top bitch for 2 years and
Best of Breed Westminster 1969 and 3rd in Group (highest a
Lhasa had ever placed at the Garden); and over 35 Orlane
champions in just seven years of breeding.

We are proud to offer "Sparky" at stud to your best bitches.
His producing ability with all blood lines is a matter of
record. (Pedigree below)

Las-sa-Gre's Hijo D'Altiro
Glen Pines Chagpo-Ri
Ch. Miradel's Nima
Ch. Kai Sangs Clown of Everglo
Sire
Ch. Las-sa Gre's Manchado Dorado
Kai Sang Tzi-Ren of Miradel
Chika Rinpoche

CH. EVERGLO'S SPARK OF GOLD
Golden-Multiple Best in Show Glen Pines Chagpo-Ri
NA-5162 Winner
5-17-63 Ch. Kai Sangs Clown of Everglo
Kai Sang Tzi-Ren of Miradel

Tibetian Cookie of Everglo
Dam
Ch. Ming Fu Tzu
Ruffway's Hun-Nee Bun
Ch. Glenflo's Girje

Most recent champions by Sparky through Feb.1971 include:
Ch. Arborhill's Rhap-so-dieh (Multiple Group Winner)
Ch. Orlane's Dieh Bieh (finished in 6 shows)
Ch. Orlane's Susie Que
Ch. Venture's Gold Dust (finished in 6 shows)
Ch. Orlane's Samalu of Sulama
Ch. Orlane's Copernicus
Ch. Ruffway Marpa
Ch. Orlane's Sammie Jo (finished undefeated open class)
Ch. Mistar's Lovin Spoonful
Ch. Orlane's Pek-Abhu Venture

We have some of the best Sparky kids ever; soon to be in
competition....watch for them!
Eugenia Slissman has graciously given us permission to print the following in our Bulletin. It originally appeared in the bulletin published by the Lhasa Apso Club of Northern Calif.

**HEREDITARY KIDNEY DISEASE**

Over the past few years it has become increasingly evident that various breeds of dogs are affected with different, although related, forms of inherited kidney disease. Among the breeds more commonly involved are Cocker Spaniel, Norwegian Elkhound, Pekingese, and Lhasa Apso. This report deals primarily with the last named breed.

It is common knowledge to most Lhasa Apso breeders, although not necessarily to individual owners, that their breed occasionally develops a syndrome involving excessive water drinking and urination that eventually leads to wasting and death. A misconception has arisen or has been unknowingly perpetuated that these dogs have a condition called diabetes insipidus or water diabetes. In most instances, which I shall shortly clarify, this is probably not true.

In my experience, I have had the opportunity to examine diagnosis, treat and unfortunately perform autopsy examinations on a number of Lhasa Apsos succumbing to the disease in question. I have also treated other breeds with similar conditions. Moreover, I have had numerous discussions and referral cases from many experienced veterinarians throughout the West and have therefore received and evaluated a fairly large cross-section of opinions on this disease.

The condition unquestionably is not diabetes insipidus, but it is an hereditary disease of the kidneys, resulting in abnormal kidney formation and kidney failure, usually at a young age. That the disease is, in fact, inherited rather than congenital or acquired early in life is proved not only by the frequency of its occurrence in the breed but, more important, from repeat breedings of the same sires and dams resulting each time in multiple affected offspring.

At this time I am actively engaged in research into the nature of this inherited kidney disease of the Lhasa Apso. I am attempting to elucidate exactly what the physical abnormality is, as well as the various ways that it might manifest itself. I am also trying to discover how it can best be diagnosed and
when possible, treated. Perhaps most important of all I hope to be able to trace the ancestry of affected pups so as to establish the hereditary nature of this condition, for it is quite necessary to know if the condition is governed by dominant or recessive genes.

The final step will involve recommendations for controlling this disastrous affliction and hopefully eliminating it from the Lhasa Apso breed. It is certainly obvious to me that resistance to this research will be forthcoming, especially from individuals whose own dogs might be implicated carriers. Nonetheless, it is essential both from an humanitarian viewpoint and in order to save the Lhasa Apso breed, to eliminate this condition. The longer we wait the more difficult the job will be.

Fortunately, a local dedicated breeder has donated to me affected offspring from a breeding that previously had produced pups with the disease. In order to house these dogs and carry out the necessary research, money is desperately needed. If not, an excellent opportunity may be lost, for it is difficult to predict when the next such opportunity will arise. Moreover, if monetary support and cooperation is not offered by the breeders and owners most involved and affected by this condition, can we realistically expect others to care, moreover, contribute money.

Sincerely,
Ronald D. Schechter, V.M.D.

A REQUEST FOR DONATIONS

Two or three weeks after the Great Day at Davis, someone whose name, or names, we will never know presented Dr. Schechter with a litter of four puppies. Two were believed to be "water drinkers" and two were clear. Of the two clear, one of course will be a carrier, oddly enough illustrating Dr. Schechter's example. The two sick ones are in AR (whatever that is), and the other two were taken home by the secretaries of Dr. Leighton (Chief of the Surgical Service), and Dr. Schechter. Dr. Schechter's secretary, Mrs. Moran, has a 13 year old Lhasa, so she is familiar with the breed. The girls did this great thing to help cut down on the expenses for the studies. They have to bring the pups in at regular intervals for tests and examinations.
The final stage will involve reassessment of the allocation of resources. It is crucial to ensure that resources are allocated efficiently, especially in critical areas where good judgment is required. To this end, there is an urgent need to reassess priorities and to ensure that efficient allocation of resources is maintained. The decision to make these changes should be made in consultation with the relevant parties.

In conclusion, full cooperation and support are essential to the success of this project. Any issues or concerns should be addressed promptly. The cooperation of all concerned parties is vital for the completion of this task.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Title]

[Date]

(Continued)
ORLANE KENNELS (continued)

Congratulations to Georgia Palmer (Ruffway Kennels) of Addison, Ill, on her exciting Best-in-Show win with her homebred Ch. Ruffway Mashaka at Wheaton show this January over 1700 entries. Georgia and "Mike" (a Sparky son) are fast becoming contenders for top honors with several important group wins. Best of luck to them in 1971!

We also congratulate Sharon Binkowski (Arborhill Kennels), Ann Arbor, Mich, on her beautiful Ch. Arborhill Rhap-so-dieh, handled by Jerry Edwards to many group wins in tough competition.

We are happy to welcome home Ch. Orlane's Gold Standard. He is proving his ability to carry on in Sparky's producing tradition, and being a double Sparky grandson is unusually potent. He has sired just two litters, and has a champion son from the first. The second litter at two months has 4 beautiful red prospects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Litter Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Everglo's Spark of Gold (23)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Orlane's Dulmo (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Orlane's Chitra of Ruffway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Everglo's Spark of Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlane's Rensi of Dorken (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruffway Khambu (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other studs we can offer are:

Orlane's Firefly - bright red Sparky son, at present with Dean Groeneveld, Rt. 3, Marshalltown, Ia. and Ch. Orlane's Dieh Bieh - pale gold Sparky son, siring reds & golds, at stud with Bob Westmoreland, O'Fallon, Mo. (St. Louis)

We have more boys than we need, and would like to place some good, older males where they can be appreciated. Sons of Sparky, Rhap-so-dieh, Ch. Orlane's Mingkyi, etc. not in show coat, but no major faults and reasonably priced. Also, some really nice puppies from 5 to 8 mos., in coat and ready to show...specials material!

Phone Calls Preferred, Please!

Mrs. Dorothy J. Kendall
AKC Licensed Handler

RR#1, Madison Road Ph. 319-752-4263 Burlington, I. 52601
QUIZAS KENNELS
Jay Amann
Rt. 3 Box 20
Choctaw, Oklahoma 73020
73020 Karma Rinpoche
Rincan of Kelea
Ch. Colarlie's Shan Bangalor
(Sire)
Haiso Ti Sambo of Teri-Tot

AT STUD
Ai Wu Ting Ling
Ch. Fu La Simpatica

Pedigree of:
CH. DZONG BAMBOO PETE
CH. Hamilton Kalon
CH. Hamilton Jimpa
CH. Hamilton Samada
Tel: 405-769-2029
(Dam)
CH. Quetzal Fun Tu of Kyi-Chu

SHYR - LYZ LHASA'S
Wishes to announce a repeat breeding of
CH. Josette's Mai-Li Shu-La to CH. Cherryshores
Bah Bieh Boi. Puppies are due July 15 and the
litter will be nominated to the 1972 Futurity.

The previous mating of this Sire and Dam pro-
duced the lovely CH. SHYR-LYZ KO SHAN (best of
winners at Westminster 1971) and CH. SHYR-LYZ
SHI-ZANGO now owned by Joy Blanchard and being
specialied by Maureen Peache of Houston, Texas.

Inquiries Invited
Tel: (313) 651-6747

EBBTIDE KENNELS
Breeders of Quality
MINIATURE POODLES LHASA APSOS
Puppies Occasionally Available
516 TU 4-0631
Al & Mary Likewise
974 South 4th Street
Lindenhurst, N.Y. 11757
RENA MARTIN'S LHASA APSOS AT STUD:
842 Old Trail
Highland Park, Ill. 60035

Pedigree of:
CH. KI-YI-CHU KALIPH NOR
Sire of 5 champions

CH. KARMA AMI CHIRI
(Dam)

CH. Hamilton Chang-Tang
Hamilton March

CH. Hamilton Samada
Hamilton March

CH. Hamilton Shi-Pon
Lin-Li-Poo
Lo-Tsien

CH. Hamilton Sandupa
CH. Hamilton Den-Sa
Hamilton March
Hamilton Docheno

Pedigree of:
CH. MARTIN'S KIWI PUFF
(Finished at 10 months)

AMERICAN'S SANDAR OF PAMU
(Sire)

Lady Pamu

CH. KARMA AMI CHIRI
(Dam)

CH. Hamilton Karma
Hamilton Gyo-Tru

CH. Karma Ami-Chiri
Hamilton Shi-Pon

CH. Hamilton Dmar-Po
Americal's Sandar of Pamu

CH. Karma Crickett Puff
Dmar-Po

Hamilton Kalon
Hamilton Lachen

CH. Hamilton Jimpa
(Tang)

CH. Hamilton Samada
CH. Hamilton Tatsienlu
Hamilton Tughar

CH. Hamilton Samada
Hamilton Lachen

CH. Karma Lobsang
CH. Hamilton Kung

Hamilton Nano
CH. Hamilton Karma

Karma Dakini
Mex & Am CH. Karma Sangpo

Home: 432-9314
Bus: 831-3550

Pedigree of:
CH. ZIJUR TASHI
(Pure Golden-lion)

CH. Hamilton Tatsienlu
Hamilton Tughar

CH. Karma Lobsang
CH. Hamilton Kung

Donna Cardella's Tsng
(Dam)

CH. Hamilton Tatsienlu
Hamilton Lachen

3 PURE HAMILTON CHAMPIONS

3 PURE HAMILTON CHAMPIONS
Lhasas Shown
Their Best Advantage

SHARPETTE LHASAS

ROBERT D. SHARP
AKC LICENSED HANDLER

Robwood Road
Ancramdale, N.Y. 12503
518-329-0221

Also at Stud: CH. KYI-CHU IMPA SATIN
CH. KYI-CHU TUKKI DAR
CH. KYI-CHU FRIAR TUCK

Show Pups Available

SHANGRI-LA

Lhasa Apso
(est. 1955)

DEDICATED TO THE PRESERVATION OF TYPE

Marilyn Sorci
950 Berry Avenue
Los Altos, Calif. 94022

Ruth A. Doty
Phone-415-961-9314

Los Altos, Calif. 94022
NARWARD'S LHASA APSOS
Marjory & Ward Patzer
Ivystone Farm - W. Bristol Rd.
Warrington, Pa. 18976

AT STUD:

Ch. Hamilton Chang Tang
America's Sandar of Pamu
Lady Pamu

Ch. Karma Dmar-Po
Ch. Hamilton Kung
Mex. & Am. Ch. Karma Sangpo
Ch. Hamilton Karma

KARMA PO-TYE
(red gold)
Ch. Hamilton Tatsienlu
Ch. Hamilton Sandupa
Hamilton Docheno

Hamilton Druk-Tru
Ch. Hamilton Tatsienlu

Hamilton Phema Ill
Hamilton Tista

Hamilton Shi Pon
Ch. Hamilton Sandupa

Ch. Karma Kushog
Hamilton March

Ch. Hamilton Karma
Hamilton Docheno

KARMA FROSTI TARBABY
(silver slate-5pts-1 maj)
Ch. Hamilton Chang Tang
America's Sandar of Pamu
Lady Pamu

Karma Kalika
Hamilton Toradga

Hamilton Krib-Tru
Hamilton Nirvana

Phone: (215) DI 3-1738

Hamilton Maroh
Ch. Hamilton Samada
Lin-Li-Poo
Lo-Tsien
Ch. Hamilton Tatsienlu
Hamilton Dobra
Hamilton Maroh
Hamilton Docheno
Hamilton Yangchen
Hamilton Novo
Hamilton Urga
Hamilton Dobra
Hamilton Novo
Hamilton Urga
Hamilton Dobra

Ch. Hamilton Tatsienlu
Hamilton Docheno
Ch. Hamilton Tatsienlu
Hamilton Dobra
Ch. Hamilton Tatsienlu
Hamilton Urga
Hamilton Tigu
Hamilton Dobra
Hamilton Urga
Hamilton Dobra
Ch. Hamilton Maroh
Ch. Hamilton Samada
Lin-Li-Poo
Lo-Tsien
Ch. Hamilton Kalon
Ch. Hamilton Den-Sa
Ch. Hamilton Sandupa
Hamilton Amdo

ALSO: Licos Kyoga La - (Mahogany) by Ch. Licos Shag La x Ch. Licos Namcha La
Marward's Chang Tang Lejo (Light gold) by Karma Po-Tye x Marward's
Meko Lejo, daughter of Ch. Tibet of Cornwallis. (Co-owner Lee Bakuckas)

Beautiful Puppies available this fall out of Karma Gyu Pa, red gold
dam of champions, and out of Marward's Blonday Lejo (dau. of Gyu Pa).
Both litters sired by Po-Tye.
Sue Robinson
1445 County Line Road
Rosemont, Pa. 19010

AT STUD:

CH. BSAM SU TSAI
NA-754-938
(Lt. golden with dark tips and mask)

215-LA 5-0799

CH. HAMILTON KUNG

CH. LINGA DROG PO
(Dam)

CH. MING TOY NO LA

MING TOY LHASA APSO

AT STUD:

CH. PAN CHEN TONKA SONAN
Golden Sable

Lovely litter by him
out of CH. Ming Toy Copper Penny

J. FALK
10 Crain Highway
Brandywine, Md.
Tel. 301-372-8028

STANG'S PEDIGREE SERVICE
Know the Champions - and breed the Champions

Know the names and numbers of champions a stud has sired: $10.00

Know the number of champions sired by each of the Lhasas in your pedigree: $15.00

Know the names of champions sired by each of the Lhasas in your pedigree: $25.00

- Other Services Arranged -
25 Broadway, Florham Park, N.J. 07932
Pedigree of:
MARTIN'S KENO PUFF
11 pts. - 2 majors

Howard O. Prosser
Orr Ave., RD #2, Box 372
Newburgh, N.Y. 12550
914-562-0345

Pedigree of:
MARTIN'S KENO PUFF
11 pts. - 2 majors

CH. Kyi-Chu Kaliph Nor
(Sire)

CH. Karma Ami Chiri
CH. Hamilton Karma

CH. Karma Dmar-Po

CH. Karma Crickett Puff
Mex. & Am.

CH. Hamilton Sandupa

S. FENSTER
187 Altair Drive
Getz ville, NY 14068

Pedigree of:
CH. KOR-KEE
of NORBULINGKA

Pedigree of:
CH. KOR-KEE
of NORBULINGKA

Kamura of Norbulingka
(Dam)

Tabu of Norbulingka
Black Beauty

Tel: 716-633-6860

Col. & Mrs. Donald M. McClain
"Crag Cabin" Tarryall

Pedigree of:
CH. KYI KAN CUMBA SPUN
At Stud

Tel: 303-748-3358
303-635-0875 (eves.)

CH. Shenjis Miss Kachika of Chen
CH. Shar Ming of Bangalor
SIRE: CH. LICOS CHAPILLA LA
DAM: CH. LICOS NYAPSO LA

CH. KOKONOH - (Our First Champion)
CH. LEPRECHAUN'S PAINT THE TOWN RED
CH. GERADENE'S NAMU TSO
TN HI SUNBURST OF BAI JAI

"KOKO"
"JETHRO"
"LITTLE GUY"
"SUNNY"

CH. LICOS NAMNI LA

Raena Wilks 350 West 55th St., 2C New York, N.Y. 10019
Tel. 212-757-1696 By Appointment Only

PROFESSIONAL HANDLER
LHASAS OUR SPECIALTY

JAY AMANN
QUIZAS KENNELS
Rt. 3 Box 58A
CHOCTAW, OKLAHOMA 73020

phone: (Oklahoma City) AC 405 -- 769-2029
SHALU LHASA APSOS

Dick & Judy Newton
14300 Maclay Court
Saratoga, Calif. 95070
Phone (408) 867-1322

At Stud

SHALU LHASA APSOS
Pure Tibetan Bloodlines
Champion Stud Service
Show Puppies

Ch. Licos Omorfo La
Ch. Che Makalu Nor of Dzungar
Kyi-Chu Kara Nor
Ch. Chen Nyun Ti

LICOS GIA LA
Licos Gia La
Ch. Licos Chulung La
Ch. Licos Chulung La
Ch. Hamilton Pluti
Can. Ch. Lui-Gi's Cevap
Lui-Gi's Lokum
Lui-Gi's Guzelle
Ch. Chumpa of Furzyhurst
Tsan's Mei Mei

Karma Yon-Ten
Karma Kam-Bu

At Stud

SHALU'S MARBA RJEBO
apricot gold/black tips
Breeder: Judy Newton & Linda Ferren

CH. SHALU'S POMPO
gold/black tips
co-owner - Carol Stretch
Breeder - Judy Newton

CH. WILLIE OF CORNWALLIS

Al Tabu of Lhasarab
Lui-Gi's Dzepo Namche of Shalu
Lui-Gi's Guzelle

Ch. Chempa of Furzyhurst
Tsan's Mei Mei

Karma Yon-Ten
Karma Kam-Bu

Congratulations to our newest Champion Shalu's Rturna who finished under the able handling of John Brown at the San Diego Kennel Club Show - Calif.

We now have a few "pick of litter" show puppies that we have taken back on Stud Service available to the sincere fancier - plus two red/black tipped female show puppies Sired by Ch. Karma Russ-Tigu ex Ch. Shalu's ZI-ZI.
B. O. B. & GROUP WINNER

AT STUD
CH. KYI-CHU FRIAR TUCK
(x-rayed)

SHARPETTE LHASAS
Robwood Road
Ancramdale, N.Y. 12503

LHASAS SHOWN TO THEIR BEST ADVANTAGE

MARTIN'S LHASAS

RENA MARTIN
AKC LICENSED HANDLER
842 OLD TRAIL
HIGHLAND PARK, ILLINOIS 60035

Home phone: 312-432-9314
Bus. phone: 312-831-3550

Would you be interested in receiving a MONTHLY LISTING (12 times a year) of ALL-BREED MATCH SHOWS and/or Obedience & Field Trials being held in the N.Y., N.J., Conn. & L. I. area? FOR A FEE OF $3.50 A YEAR? This would include NAME OF CLUB-DATE-PLACE-TIME & DIRECTIONS & other pertinent information available. Send for sample.

* * * * * * *

No charge for listing Club activities, Wins, etc.

RAY FREEMAN
196 West Gates Avenue
Lindenhurst, N.Y. 11757
516-226-4633
The very best wishes to you and yours for a happy, healthy 1972 and for all of us, more quality Lhasa Apsos from our friends who care enough to breed the very best.

And, by the way, if you have puppies for sale in 1972, please let me know that particulars so that I may include information about your puppies in answer to the inquiries I receive.

Sincerely, Jean Stang

WE WELCOME THESE NEW MEMBERS

Mary Gilhausen, Alhambra, California
Joyce and Roy Tuthill, Fairfax, Virginia
Norma Thornton, Gastonia, North Carolina
Mrs. Cassandra de la Rosa, Mountain View, California
Mrs. Patricia A. Maloney, Norfolk, Massachusetts
Mrs. Alyce Frieland, New York, New York
Mrs. Robert A. Bodine, Radnor, Pennsylvania
Mrs. Robert Rosenburger, Lincoln, Nebraska
Joyce F. Lewis, Marlboro, New Jersey

1972 SPRING MATCH

This is your first announcement of the American Lhasa Apso Club Spring Match, to be held on Sunday, March 5, 1972, at the Madison YMCA in Madison, New Jersey. Carol Herbel will be our judge. For further information, please call Barbara Soldo, Match Chairman. Her number is Area Code 212-998-7149.

NOTICE: THIS IS YOUR LAST BULLETIN UNLESS YOU HAVE PAID YOUR 1971 DUES!!

SHARPETTE'S HELOISE OF DURAH

(ELOISE)

SEPTEMBER 22, 1970 - DECEMBER 12, 1971
(con't from Pg. "B"

Because of the expenses entailed with tests on four dogs, and boarding two, additional monies will be needed, and the necessary amount will be about $200 to $250.

Rowena has raised so far $28, and the Bulletin Raffles have brought in a little more. If the members would donate $2.50 per family, we could come up with the necessary money very quickly, and we have never had a greater opportunity to benefit our beloved breed. The money would be tax deductible at income tax time. The checks should be made out to the Regents of the University of California for research on Lhasa Apso by Ronald D. Schechter, VMD. Please send your donation to me, Eugenia Slissman, 34 Dorantes Ave., San Francisco, Cal. 94116. I will hold them for a reasonable time, or until the goal is reached, before turning them over to the University. This does not have to be just Club members contributions - contributions may come from anyone. Please help!

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PAY YOUR DUES!!!! NOW!!!!

David & Elizabeth Goldfarb
728 Bay Street Ch. Hamilton Achok
Staten Island Licos Khung La
N.Y. 10304 Ch. Licos Nyapso La
Ch. Kham of Norbulingka (sire) Ch. Hamilton Sandupa
Karma Kosala Ch. Karma Sangpo
AT STUD:
Ch. Sharpette's Galahad Ch. Colarlie's Dokki
(Cream with dark tips) Ch. Kyi-Chu Impa Satan
Ch. Agra's Imprecious Ch. Karma Ami Chiri
(dam) La Mia's Himalayan Yeti
Yetanga's Gyalmo of Sherbet
La Mia's Himalayan Yeti
Lui-Gi's Maskeli Ledi

Phone 212-727-0487
The club would like to take this means of thanking the various friends and members who helped to make the Robert Griffing Memorial Match a success.

**Prizes**
- Best in Match
- Best Adult in Match
- Best Puppy in Match
- Best Adult Dog
- Best Adult Bitch
- Best Puppy Dog
- Best Puppy Bitch
- Best Producer in Match
- Best Junior Handler
- First Places in Classes
- First Places in Junior Handling

All Second and Third Place Trophies were donated by:
- Leona Bakuckas
- Marian Banga
- Marda & Melvyn Bert
- Katherine Bird
- Judith & Joseph Cohen
- Ellen Derendinger
- Wm. & Phyllis Farrow
- Adrienne & Leonard Ripley

Ruth Ellen Green
Fannie Hawbaker
Carolyn & Norman Herbel
Michaelaine Jablonski
John Kirschner
Mary & Al Likewise
Ellen Lonigro

Donated by
- Ruth Deck
- Denis Duveen
- Anna Griffing
- Jeanette & Robert Sharp
- Franklyn G. Fink
- Ella Foshay
- Mildred Lloyd
- Keke Blumberg
- Phyllis & Oliver Marcy
- Edythe & Joel S. Fishbach
- Carolyn & Edmund Sledzik

All Fourth Place Trophies were donated by:
- Sheila Abrams
- Dorothy & Rudi Benetiz
- Jeanne Clawson

Lois Fellows
David & Elizabeth Goldfarb
Robert F. Gynn

Jean & Al Stang
Mae Sterling
Bernice Tischler

On behalf of the Club, I would like to express my thanks to the ladies who made the refreshment table a success. The Refreshment Committee: Leona Bakuckas, Keke Blumberg, Jeanne Clawson, Ruth Deck, Lois Fellows, Carolyn Herbel, Betty Miller and Marge Patzer.

On behalf of the Club, the exhibitors and myself, I would like to express an extra special "Thank You!" to Ward Patzer and John Bakuckas for their assistance in rescuing us from the mud. (We all love ya', fellas!)

With Love from the Match Chairman
Edythe Fishbach
AMERICAN LHASA APSO MATCH - SEPTEMBER 26, 1971

LITTER CLASS
1. bred by Mrs. Hope
2. bred by KeKe Blumberg
3. bred by Dorothy Maloney

PUPPY DOGS - 2 to 4 months
1. Obmop
2. Chig Jigger Ba-Be
3. Tabu’s Gold Gambler
4. Marward’s Fuji Lejo

PUPPY DOGS - 4 to 6 months
1. Potala Keke’s Con-Fu-Shus
2. Buffy

PUPPY DOGS - 6 to 9 months
1. Kinderland’s Lucky
2. Ming Toy Fiji Fu Pasha
3. Potala Keke’s Lord Ding Dong

PUPPY DOGS - 9 to 12 months
1. Potala Keke’s Tomba Tu
2. Sir Ghenghis Khan

BEST PUPPY DOG - Potala Keke’s Tomba Tu

NOVICE DOGS
1. Taurus Mei Tu
2. Kandys Turkish Delight

BRED-BY-EXHIBITOR DOG
1. Kandys Marzipan Prince

AMERICAN-BRED DOGS
1. Rondelay’s Little Guy
2. Chu Shu’s Red Baron

OPEN DOGS
1. Sangpo

BEST ADULT DOG - Rondelay’s Little Guy

OWNERS
Chris & Vince Pombo
Anna M. Griffing
Carolyn Herbel
Marge Patzer and Lee Bakackas
KeKe Blumberg
Dr. Mahon
Ellen Lonigro
Mr. & Mrs. Scaby
Valerie Reed
KeKe Blumberg
Toby Glick
S. & F. Margulis
Edythe & Joel Fishbach
Edythe & Joel Fishbach
Marion Banga
Jean Stang
Barbara Fuccello

BEST ADULT DOG - Rondelay’s Little Guy
PUPPY BITCHES - 2 to 4 months
1. Romars Tipit
2. Tabu’s Gold Galaxy
3. Bancor’s Tentuntili Llyn
4. Tabu’s Gold Digger

PUPPY BITCHES - 4 to 6 months
1. Choks Peanut
2. Choks Joppa Bu Mo
3. Mei Lling San
4. Rondelay LsiSsi

PUPPY BITCHES - 6 to 9 months
1. Ming Toys Kinderland Bluta
2. Choks Jelly Bean

PUPPY BITCHES - 9 to 12 months
1. Marward’s Scoshi Lejo
2. Bancor’s Golden Pumpkin
3. Tabu’s Rhapsody in Red
4. JoHara Psyche

BEST PUPPY BITCH - Ming Toys Kinderland Bluta

NOVICE BITCHES
1. Little Ginger’s DiNa
2. Nyi-Ma Seng
3. DuRah’s Happy Birthday Joel
4. DuRah’s Vivienne La Dame du Lac

BRED-BY-EXHIBITOR BITCHES
1. DuRay’s Lady Anne Pendragon
2. Ebetta’s Gaiety Gailey
3. DuRah’s Elaine the Fair

AMERICAN-BRED BITCHES
1. Aw-Tam
2. DuRah’s Morgan Le Fay

OPEN BITCHES
1. Chu Shu’s Darling of Ming Toy
2. Jo Do’s Puddin’ Delight
3. Marward’s Tsi Tsi Lejo
4. DuRah’s Elaine

BEST ADULT BITCH - Chu Shu’s Darling of Ming Toy

OWNERS
S.G.C. Campbell
Carolyn Herbel
Marion Banga
Nancy Clarke
Carol Kuendel
Patricia Durica
Mrs. Lindherd
Ruth Deck
Ellen Lonigro
Carol Kuendel & E. Lonigro
M. Patzer & L. Bakackas
D. Maloney & M. Banga
Carolyn Herbel
L. Davidson
Valerie Reed
Adrienne Ripley
Edythe & Joel Fishbach
Edythe & Joel Fishbach
Edythe & Joel Fishbach
Betty Miller
Edythe & Joel Fishbach
Betty Miller
Edythe & Joel Fishbach
Jean Stang
Dorothy Maloney
M. Patzer & L. Bakackas
Edythe & Joel Fishbach
BRACE CLASS.
1. Keke's Cuddles &
   Marward's Tsi.Tsi Lejo
2. DuRah's Elaine the Fair &
   DuRah's Lady Anne Pendragon
3. Ebetta's Gailey Gailey &
   Ebetta's Nightingale

OWNERS
Marge Potter &
Lee Bakackas
Edythe & Joel Fishbach
Betty Miller

STUD DOG
1. Agra's Kandu Magic
   (get: Kandys Marzipan Prince
    DuRah's Lady Anne Pendragon)

2. DuRah's Elaine the Fair &
   DuRah's Lady Anne Pendragon
3. Ebetta's Gailey Gailey &
   Ebetta's Nightingale

3. Ebetta's Gailey Gailey &
   Ebetta's Nightingale

OWNERS
Edythe & Joel Fishbach

BROOD BITCH
1. Kyi-Chu Lyla Shel Shoshaneem
   (produce: Kandys Turkish Delight
    DuRah's Elaine the Fair)

BEST PRODUCER - Agra's Kandu Magic

JUNIOR HANDLING A
1. Donna Marie Bakackas
2. Kent Herbel
3. William Banga
4. Marjory (Tweetie) Patzer

BEST JUNIOR HANDLER - Connie Blumberg

JUNIOR HANDLING B
1. Connie Blumberg
2. not recorded
3. Debbie Maloney
4. Meryl Lieberman

BEST ADULT IN MATCH - Chu Shu's Darling of Ming Toy

BEST PUPPY AND BEST IN MATCH - Potala Keke's Tumba Tu